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Abstract

In this paper, we consider harvest-to-jam based secure multi-hop cluster multi-input multi-output networks,
where a multi-antenna source sends its data to a multi-antenna destination via multi-antenna intermediate
cluster heads. The data transmission at each hop is realized by using transmit antenna selection and selection
combining techniques, and is overheard by a multi-antenna eavesdropper using selection combining. In
addition, joint antenna and jammer selection methods are performed at each hop to reduce quality of the
eavesdropping channels. The cluster members can harvest wireless energy from the previous cluster head,
and use the harvested energy for emitting jamming noises on the eavesdropper. We propose three cooperative
jamming algorithms, named best antenna and best jammer selection (BA-BJ), random antenna and all jammer
selection (RA-AJ) and all antenna and all jammer selection (AA-AJ). Then, end-to-end outage probability and
intercept probability of the proposed algorithms are evaluated via both simulation and analysis, under impact
of hardware impairments, over Rayleigh fading channel.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1–5] have been
shown the widely applications in nearly all aspects
of life nowadays. Tracking and monitoring are two
main targets of WSNs, which cover almost applications
including environment, agriculture, military, health-
care, and industry. The main components of WSNs
are small sensor nodes (SNs) that are installed in the
certain locations to sense data and information to send
to the base station (sink) via radio links. There are
three main units in a basic structure of SNs including
transceiver unit, processing unit, and power unit [6].
The transceiver unit consists of the radio modem and
the antenna to transmit/receive signals. The processing

∗Corresponding author. Email: trantrungduy@ptithcm.edu.vn.

unit consists of the microprocessor, the analogue to
digital converter, the digital signal processing modem,
the memory, and the sensors. The power unit is nor-
mally a replaceable battery. The simple structure and
the small size of SNs bring the significant benefits for
WSNs, such as quick deployment, low installation cost,
high mobility, and smart infrastructure. However, the
tiny size of SNs strongly affects the network lifetime
of WSNs [6, 7]. The survey [7] has been proposed the
number of techniques, which are efficiency resource
allocation, opportunistic transmission, optimal routing,
using mobile sensors (as relays) or mobile sinks to
balance traffic in WSNs, optimizing the coverage and
connectivity of SNs, applying energy harvesting (EH)
strategy, and beam forming, to maximize the network
lifetime of WSNs. Briefly, these solutions could be
divided into three main groups: EH for maintaining the
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lifetime of SNs and prolonging the lifetime for WSNs;
optimizing routing protocols to efficiently utilize the
energy consumption of SNs, and multi-hop relaying
communications to improve the performance of WSNs.

Due to the tiny size and the short communication
range of SNs, the number of SNs in WSNs is
normally large. Moreover, SNs are randomly deployed
with the limited battery power to transport the
sensed data from its source to the destination. This
needs the efficient routing strategy for operations
of WSNs. The chosen routing strategy applied to
WSNs should ensure minimum energy consumption
as battery replacement in sensors are often very
difficult. Due to limited power, low bandwidth,
no conventional addressing scheme, computational
overheads and self-organization of SNs, designing an
effective routing protocol is really a hard challenge.
A lot of energy-efficient routing protocols have been
proposed and developed for WSNs, depending on their
application and network architecture [6–10]. In the
survey of [8], there are four main schemes can be
used to classify routing protocols in WSNs including
Network Structure, Communication Model, Topology
and Reliable Routing strategy. In the network structure
scheme, the hierarchical routing protocol called LEACH
(Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) has been
chosen to widely apply to WSNs. In LEACH, SNs can
be divided into several groups of nodes called clusters.
Then, each cluster is led by a cluster head (CH), which
is selected from SNs inside the cluster. CH collects the
data from all of other nodes in the group to send to
the destination sink. If CH is close enough to the BS,
then it can transmit the collected data to the BS directly
via single hop; otherwise, the far CH has to send the
data through the several intermediate nodes to the BS,
following the multi-hop (MH) transmission model [10].
There are many successful LEACH protocols as shown
in [10] including single-hop LEACH and MH LEACH.
It can be said that LEACH is the most suitable routing
protocol for WSNs, in term of power consumption
utilization.

The MH relaying refers to the method of communi-
cations between source node (S) and destination node
(D) via several relay nodes (R) [11–15]. Generally, MH
significantly improves the power consumption, end-
to-end (e2e) throughput, and outage probability (OP)
of the systems. In power consumption point of view,
MH can help to reduce the consumed energy of all
the nodes, due to the shorter range communication,
which also improves the e2e throughput. However, the
number of hops which strongly affects the e2e delay and
throughput should be optimally designed. The authors
in [16] studied the optimal number of hops to obtain
better e2e throughput, in the presence of eavesdrop-
pers. Although also studied MH wireless networks over
Rayleigh fading channels to attain the energy efficiency,

Reference [17] optimized the power consumption with
and without delay constraint in full-duplex (FD) sys-
tems. Different with [16, 17], Reference [18] considered
the MH FD transmission systems over Nakagami-m fad-
ing channels. The authors in [18] pointed out the con-
siderable improvements in OP and power consumption.
References [19, 20] proposed cooperative multi-hop
transmission protocols which can reduce the number
of hops by employing cooperative communication [21]
under impact of hardware impairments (HIs). Because
the protocols in [19, 20] required a high synchroniza-
tion between all the nodes on the source-destination
route and a high storage capacity at the relay nodes, the
implementation is a very difficult work. Path-selection
approaches were proposed in [22–24] to enhance the
e2e OP of both MH multi-path decode-and-forward
(DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying networks.
However, complexity, high latency and outdated chan-
nel state information (CSI) problems are main disad-
vantages of these path-selection methods. To obtain
the reliable transmission at each hop, relay selection
methods in the cluster MH networks (or LEACH) were
studied in [25, 26].

EH refers to the method, which can extract the energy
from the natural sources such as solar, wind, vibration,
and radio frequency (RF), then converts to the electrical
energy for SNs. Due to the consistently availability of
the RF signals, RF-EH is more flexible and sustainable
than solar, wind, or vibration EH and then RF-EH
becomes the most potential solution in terms of power
supplying for SNs [27–30]. The RF signal not only
carries the information but also supplies electrical
power to the wireless nodes. Therefore, the base station
in WSNs can transport both information and energy
to SNs simultaneously. The authors in [28] studied the
performance of WSNs in terms of OP, ergodic capacity,
energy efficiency, and throughput of the links from the
SNs to the sinks over Nakagami-m fading channels.
During the data transmission on these up-links, SNs
have been powered by the RF-EH budget. The RF-EH
strategy presented in [28] is either Time Splitting (TS)
or Power Splitting (PS). Reference [28] also proposed an
optimal splitting strategy for both TS and PS schemes
to maximize the e2e throughput. Although achieved
the significant results, the secrecy performance and the
MH transmission have not been considered in [27–30].
These concerns have been studied in [31–34] to obtain
security at the physical layer.

Due to the broadcast nature of wireless medium
as well as the communication over multi-hop, the
source data can be overheard by the eavesdroppers.
Therefore, the security and privacy issues are the
considerable challenges in WSNs. Conventionally, the
original information will be ciphered by crypto
codes before sending to the end users. This scheme
coding is generally performed in the high-layer
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in the communication systems. However, due to
computational complexity in the coded and de-coded
algorithms, so it normally needs a large capacity of
memories and storage, which may not be suitable for
SNs. Recently, physical layer security (PLS) has been
widely developed to satisfy the secrecy requirements,
and also to reduce the computation in wireless
communication systems [35–37]. Secrecy capacity that
is an absolute difference between Shannon capacity
of the data and eavesdropping channels is often used
to measure the secrecy performance [35–41]. Different
with [35–41], References [42, 43] evaluated intercept
probability (IP) at the eavesdroppers in the PLS
networks. In addition, the security-reliability trade-off
(SRT) also investigated in [42, 43].

Cooperative jamming (CJ) [44, 45] is a key technique
in PLS, where trusted nodes, often called jammers,
are employed to emit artificial noises (ANs) on the
eavesdroppers. Moreover, the jammers cooperate with
the legitimate nodes so that the generated ANs can
be removed at the legitimate receivers. References
[44, 45] proposed joint relay and jammer selection
methods to enhance the secrecy performance for the
dual-hop relaying networks. In [45], the jammers
have to harvest energy from the RF signals of the
source for emitting ANs. In [46, 47], the authors
evaluated secrecy outage performance for cooperative
Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) using CJ.
Reference [48] considered a randomize-and-forward
strategy to confuse the eavesdropper, where the source
and relay nodes use random code-books so that the
eavesdropper cannot combine the received signals with
maximal ratio combining (MRC). In addition, jammer
selection and user-pair selection were proposed in [48]
to enhance the SRT performance. Similar to [48], SRT
with CJ and user-pair selection in two-way relaying
networks was investigated in [49]. In addition, the
authors of [49] considered a practical case of imperfect
CSI estimation.

This paper concerns with multi-hop MIMO relaying
in LEACH. Different with the conventional LEACH
scenarios [50, 51], CHs in our scheme are sink nodes
which are equipped with multiple antennas, and they
can use transmit antenna selection (TAS)/selection
combining (SC) to hop-by-hop relay the source data
to the destination. Cluster members (i.e., SNs) that are
single-antenna nodes are employed to play the role of
the cooperative jammers. Indeed, the jammers have to
harvest the wireless energy from the previous CH, and
use the harvested energy to emit ANs. We propose three
joint antenna selection and jammer selection algorithms
to protect the data transmission at each hop. The most
related works to this paper are [50–53], which also
studied the e2e secrecy performance of the multi-hop
cluster networks. However, different with our work,
the schemes proposed in [50, 51] only considered the

single-antenna CHs and random jammer selection. In
other words, our proposed scheme is a generalized case
of [50, 51]. Unlike [52, 53], this paper evaluates the e2e
IP and OP performance, while the authors in [52, 53]
studied secrecy outage probability. Moreover, Reference
[52] did not use the CJ technique, while the jammers
in [53] harvested the RF energy from a power beacon
deployed in the network.

In the following, we summarize main contribution
obtained in this paper:

• We propose three joint antenna and jammer
selection algorithms to enhance the e2e IP
performance. In the first algorithm, the best
antenna and the best jammer selection (BA-BJ) is
proposed, relying on the channel gains between
the CHs and jammer nodes. In the second one,
named RA-AJ, a random antenna of CH is selected
to supply the RF energy for the jammers, and
all the jammers are selected for the CJ operation.
In the last one, named AA-AJ, CHs use all the
transmit antennas to support the energy for all the
jammers which are employed to emit ANs on the
eavesdropper.

• We derive the exact closed-form expressions of
the e2e OP and IP for the BA-BJ, RA-AJ and
AA-AJ algorithms, under the impact of HIs, over
Rayleigh fading channel. The derived OP and IP
expressions are then validated by Monte-Carlo
simulations.

• We also compare the IP performance of three
proposed algorithms, and investigate the SRT
performance as well. In addition, the complexity
of the proposed algorithms and the impact of the
system parameters are also studied.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
system model is presented in Section 2. The OP and IP
performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated in
Section 3. Section 4 points out the simulation results.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Notations: Expectation and probability operators are

denoted by E {.} and Pr (.), respectively. Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) and Probability Density
Function (PDF) of a random variable (RV) X are
denoted by FX (.) and fX (.), respectively. Γ (m, x) =∫ +∞
x

tm−1 exp (−t) dt is upper incomplete Gamma func-

tion [54], and E1 (x) =
∫ +∞
x

t−1 exp (−t) dt is exponential
integral function [54]. Cab = b!

/
[a! (b − a)!] denotes coef-

ficient in Newton’s binomial expansion.

2. System Model
In Fig. 1, the source node (T0 : CH of cluster 0) attempts
to send the data to the destination node (TM : CH of
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Figure 1. System model of the proposed harvest-to-jam based
secure multi-hop cluster MIMO scheme.

cluster M). Because the direct link between T0 and TM
does not exist, the T0 → TM transmission is realized
via CHs of (M-1) intermediate clusters, using the MH
DF relaying model. In the m − th cluster, we denote Tm
as CH, Km as number of cluster members, and Jm,u as
a member, where m ∈ [0,M], u ∈ [1, Km]. Also in Fig.
1, the eavesdropper (E) overhears the data sent by the
source and CH nodes. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the number of antennas at all the CHs
are NT, and that at E is NE. The cluster members
Jm,u are SNs, and they have only a single antenna. In
addition, operating on a half-duplex mode, the data
transmission between the source and the destination is
split into orthogonal time slots, and the transmission
between two adjacent nodes Tm−1 and Tm is realized
with TAS/SC. Also, the E node uses SC to decode the
signals received at each hop. To protect the source data,
the node Jm,u harvests the RF energy from Tm−1 to emit
ANs. Furthermore, the source and the intermediate CHs
encode the data with random code-books, follows the
randomize-and-forward strategy [50–53].

Let us denote L (L is normalized by 01) as the
e2e delay of each T0 → TM transmission, and hence
duration allocated for each time slot is τ = L/M = 1/M.
In addition, using the TS RF-EH approach [28], the
m − th time slot is also divided into two sub-time slots,
i.e., the first one (duration of ατ) is used for EH, and the
second one (duration of (1 − α) τ) is used for the data
transfer, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

Assume that all the channels are Rayleigh fading,
channel gain ψXntYnr between the nt − th antenna of the
transmitter X and the nr − th antenna of the receiver
Y is an exponential RV, where (X,Y) ∈

{
Tm, Jm,u ,E

}
, nt ∈

[1, NX], nr ∈ [1, NY]. As a result, CDF and PDF of ψXntYnr
are given, respectively as

FψXnt Ynr
(x) = 1 − exp (−ΩXYx) ,

fψXnt Ynr
(x) = ΩXY exp (−ΩXYx) , (1)

where ΩXY = 1/E {ψXntYnr } = d
β
XY [21], dXY is the X-Y

distance, and β is a path-loss exponent.

Remark 1: Since the nodes Tm and Jm,u are close
together, we can assume that ΩTm−1Jm,u = ΩTm−1Tm ,
ΩJm,uE = ΩTmE, for all m and u.

2.1. Joint Antenna Selection and Jammer Selection
Algorithms
In BA-BJ, Tm−1 selects one of its available antennas to
support the energy for one of members of the m − th
cluster. Mathematically speaking, the BA-BJ algorithm
can be written as

ψTam−1Jm,b = max
r=1,...,NT

(
max

u=1,...,Km

(
ψTrm−1Jm,u

))
, (2)

where a is index of the selected antenna at Tm−1, and
Jm,b is the chosen node of the m − th cluster. Equation
(2) implies that Tm−1 attempts to provide the highest
harvested energy for the selected jammer. Next, the
energy that Jm,b can harvest from Tm−1 during the EH
phase can be formulated as in [27, 28]:

EJm,b = ηατPψTam−1Jm,b , (3)

where η (0 ≤ η ≤ 1) is energy conversion efficiency, P is
transmit power of Tm−1 for all m. Hence, the average
transmit power of Jm,b during the data transfer phase is
given by

PJm,b =
EJm,b

(1 − α) τ
= κPψTam−1Jm,b , (4)

where κ = ηα/ (1 − α).
In RA-AJ, all the nodes Jm,u are selected for the CJ

operation, and Tm−1 randomly selects one antenna to
send the energy to them. Similar to (3)-(4), the average
transmit power of Jm,u in RA-AJ is expressed as

PJm,u = κPψTcm−1Jm,u , (5)

where c is index of the selected antenna at Tm−1.
In AA-AJ, Tm−1 uses all the antennas to support the

energy for all the Jm,u nodes. Therefore, the average
transmit power of Jm,u in AA-AJ can be formulated as

PJm,u = κP
NT∑
r=1

ψTrm−1Jm,u . (6)

Remark 2: It is reminded that since CHs and their
members are close together, they can securely exchange
information about ANs. As a result, the Tm receiver
can remove the interference components caused by Jm,u
(while the E node cannot). Next, the implementation
of RA-AJ and AA-AJ is more complex than that of BA-
BJ because it requires high synchronization between
Tm and its all members to perform the interference
cancellation. In addition, the implementation of AA-AJ
is the most complex because it spends more energy and
resources (e.g., all the antennas) for the EH phase.
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2.2. TAS and SC Techniques
At the m − th time slot, the Tm−1 → Tm transmission is
performed by using TAS/SC [52], i.e.,

ψTpm−1Tqm
= max
u=1,...,NT

(
max

v=1,...,NT

(
ψTum−1Tvm

))
, (7)

where p and q are indices of the transmit and
receive antennas selected by Tm−1 and Tm, respectively.
When the interference cancellation is perfect; the
instantaneous channel capacity of the Tm−1 → Tm link,
under the presence of hardware imperfection, can be
given as

CD,m = (1 − α) τlog2

1 +
P ψTpm−1Tqm

µ2
DP ψTpm−1Tqm

+ σ2
0


= (1 − α) τlog2

1 +
∆ψTpm−1Tqm

µ2
D∆ψTpm−1Tqm

+ 1

 , (8)

where σ2
0 is variance of Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN), ∆ = P /σ2
0 is transmit SNR, µ2

D is total HI level
of the Tm−1 → Tm link [19, 20], for all m. Due to the
DF relaying method, the e2e channel capacity can be
obtained as

Ce2e
D = min

m=1,2,...,M

(
CD,m

)
. (9)

For the eavesdropper node, the SC technique at the
m − th time slot can be written as

ψTpm−1Er = max
v=1,...,NE

(
ψTpm−1Ev

)
, (10)

where r denotes index of the receive antenna selected
by E. Under the joint impact of ANs and HIs, the
obtained signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) by E,
at the m − th time slot, in the BA-BJ, RA-AJ and AA-AJ
algorithms, can be formulated, respectively as

ϕBA−BJ
Tpm−1Er

=
∆ψTpm−1Er

µ2
E∆ψTpm−1Er + κ∆ψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr + 1

, (11)

ϕRA−AJ
Tpm−1Er

=
∆ψTpm−1Er

µ2
E∆ψTpm−1Er + κ∆

Km∑
u=1

ψTcm−1Jm,uψJm,uEr + 1

,

(12)

ϕAA−AJ
Tpm−1Er

=
∆ψTpm−1Er

µ2
E∆ψTpm−1Er + κ∆

NT∑
t=1

Km∑
u=1

ψTtm−1Jm,uψJm,uEr + 1

,

(13)

where µ2
E is total HI level of the Tm−1 → E link, for all

m. From (11)-(13), the instantaneous channel capacity

obtained at E in the m − th time slot can be written as

CZ
E,m = (1 − α) τlog2

(
1 + ϕZ

Tpm−1Er

)
, (14)

where Z ∈ {BA − BJ,RA − AJ,AA − AJ}. Then, the e2e
eavesdropping rate can be given as in [50]:

Ce2e,Z
E = max

m=1,2,...,M

(
CZ

E,m

)
. (15)

Remark 3: It is noted from (11)-(13) that the eaves-
dropper cannot select the receive antenna providing
the highest SINR because it cannot know the transmit
power of the jammer nodes.

2.3. Definition of OP and IP
The e2e OP can be defined as

OPe2e = Pr
(
Ce2e

D < Cth

)
= 1 −

M∏
m=1

(
1 − Pr

(
CD,m < Cth

))
= 1 −

M∏
m=1

(1 −OPm), (16)

where Cth is a pre-determined target rate, and
OPm = Pr

(
CD,m < Cth

)
is OP at the m − th time

slot. Next, the e2e IP of the Z algorithm, Z ∈
{BA − BJ,RA − AJ,AA − AJ}, is defined as follows:

IPe2e
Z = Pr

(
Ce2e,Z

E ≥ Cth

)
= 1 −

M∏
m=1

Pr
(
CZ

E,m < Cth

)
= 1 −

M∏
m=1

IPZm, (17)

where IPZm = Pr
(
CZ

E,m < Cth

)
is the probability that the

eavesdropper E cannot correctly decode the data at the
m − th time slot.

3. Performance Analysis
In this section, exact and asymptotic closed-form
expressions of the e2e OP and IP of the BA-BJ, RA-AJ
and AA-AJ algorithms over Rayleigh fading channel are
derived.

3.1. E2e OP
Using (8), we can write OP at the time slot as

OPm = Pr
((

1 − µ2
Dρth

)
∆ψTpm−1Tqm

< ρth

)
, (18)
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where

ρth = 2Cth/(1−α)τ − 1. (19)

We can observe from (18) that OPm = 1 when 1 −
µ2

Dρth ≤ 0. Otherwise, from (1) and (7), we have

OPm = Pr

ψTpm−1Tqm
<

ρth(
1 − µ2

Dρth

)
∆


=

NT∏
u=1

NT∏
v=1

Pr

ψTum−1Tvm <
ρth(

1 − µ2
Dρth

)
∆


=

1 − exp

− ΩTm−1Tmρth(
1 − µ2

Dρth

)
∆



N2

T

. (20)

Furthermore, at high transmit SNR (∆), equation (20)
can be approximated as

OPm
∆→+∞≈

 ΩTm−1Tmρth(
1 − µ2

Dρth

)
∆


N2

T

. (21)

Remark 4: Substituting (20) into (16), we obtain
the exact closed-form formula of the e2e OP when
1 − µ2

Dρth > 0. It is straightforward that if 1 − µ2
Dρth ≤

0, then OPe2e = 1. Moreover, all the proposed BA-BJ,
RA-AJ, AA-AJ algorithms have the same e2e OP value.
Finally, at high transmit SNR, using (20), we obtain the
asymptotic formula of OPe2e as follows:

OPe2e
∆→+∞≈

M∑
m=1

OPm

∆→+∞≈
M∑
m=1

 ΩTm−1Tmρth(
1 − µ2

Dρth

)
∆


N2

T

. (22)

Using (22), Diversity Gain (DG) is calculated as

DG = − lim
∆→+∞

log (OPe2e)
log (∆)

= N2
T . (23)

3.2. E2e IP

Firstly, we rewrite IPZm under the following form:

IPZm = Pr
(
ϕZ

Tpm−1Er
< ρth

)
. (24)

Considering BA-BJ; substituting (11) into (24), which
yields

IP
BA−BJ
m =Pr

 ∆ψTpm−1Er

µ2
E∆ψTpm−1Er + κ∆ψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr + 1

<ρth


=Pr

((
1 − µ2

Eρth

)
∆ψTpm−1Er <κρth∆ψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr + ρth

)
.

(25)

It is straightforward that if 1 − µ2
Eρth ≤ 0, then

IP
BA−BJ
m = 1. In the following, we only consider the case

where 1 − µ2
Eρth > 0.

Next, we can rewrite (25) as

IP
BA−BJ
m = Pr

(
ψTpm−1Er < ω1ψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr +ω2

)
=

∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

0
Fψ

T
p
m−1Er

(ω1xy +ω2)fψJm,bEr
(x)

× fψTam−1Jm,b
(y) dxdy, (26)

where

ω1 =
κρth

1 − µ2
Eρth

, ω2 =
ρth(

1 − µ2
Eρth

)
∆
. (27)

From (1) and (10), we can obtain CDF of ψTpm−1Er as

Fψ
T
p
m−1Er

(x) =
NE∏
v=1

Fψ
T
p
m−1Ev

(x)

=
(
1 − exp

(
−ΩTm−1Ex

))NE

= 1 +
NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Ex

)
. (28)

Substituting (28) and PDF fψJm,bEr
(x) =

ΩTmE exp
(
−ΩTmEx

)
(see (1) and Remark 1) into

(26), after some algebraic manipulation, we have

IP
BA−BJ
m = 1+

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω2

)
×
∫ +∞

0

θ1,p

θ1,p + y
fψTam−1Jm,b

(y) dy, (29)

where θ1,p = ΩTmE

/(
pΩTm−1Eω1

)
.

Moreover, from (1)-(2) and Remark 1, CDF of
ψTam−1Jm,b can be expressed as

FψTam−1Jm,b
(y) =

NT∏
r=1

Km∏
u=1

FψTrm−1Jm,u
(y)

=
[
1 − exp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmy

)]NTKm
. (30)

Then, the corresponding PDF is

fψTam−1Jm,b
(y) = NTKmΩTm−1Tmexp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmy

)
×
[
1 − exp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmy

)]NTKm−1

=
NTKm−1∑
u=0

(−1)uCuNTKm−1NTKmΩTm−1Tm

× exp
(
− (u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmy

)
. (31)
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Substituting (31) into (29), after some calculation, we
obtain

IP
BA−BJ
m = 1

+
NE∑
p=1

NTKm−1∑
u=0

(−1)p+uC
p
NE
CuNTKm−1NTKm

× exp
(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p − pΩTm−1Eω2

)
×ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
. (32)

Combining (17) and (32), the e2e IP of BA-BJ can be
exactly expressed as in (33) at the top of next page.

Considering high transmit SNR regimes, we have

∆ψTpm−1Er

µ2
E∆ψTpm−1Er + κ∆ψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr + 1

∆→+∞≈
ψTpm−1Er

µ2
EψTpm−1Er + κψTam−1Jm,bψJm,bEr

. (34)

From (34), with the same manner as deriving (33),
IPBA−BJ

e2e can be approximated as given in (35) at the top
of next page.

For RA-AJ, with 1 − µ2
Eρth > 0 and (11), similar to (26)

and (29), we can write IP
RA−AJ
m as (36) (see the next

page).
Substituting fψJm,uEr

(x) = ΩTmE exp
(
−ΩTmEx

)
and

fψTcm−1Jm,u
(y) = ΩTm−1Tm exp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmy

)
into (36), after

some manipulation, we obtain

IP
RA−AJ
m = 1+

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tmθ1,p − pΩTm−1Eω2

)
×
[
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
(p + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)]Km
. (37)

Combining (17) and (37), the e2e IP of RA-AJ can
be given by (38) at the next page. Similarly, at high
transmit SNR, we can approximate IPRA−AJ

e2e as in (39)
at the next page.

For AA-AJ, IP
AA−AJ
m is also given by (40) at the next

page, where Ysum =
NT∑
t=1
ψTtm−1Jm,u .

In addition, since Ysum is summation of indepen-
dently and identically exponential RVs, its PDF can be
obtained as (see [55])

fYsum
(x) =

Ω
NT
Tm−1Tm

(NT − 1)!
yNT−1 exp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmy

)
. (41)

Next, substituting (41) into (40), and after inter-
changing variable z = θ1 + y, we obtain (42) (see the
next page).

Out next objective is to calculate the integral I
as marked in (42). Using binomial expansion for(
z − θ1,p

)NT−1
, we have

I =
NT−1∑
q=0

(−1)qCqNT−1

(
θ1,p

)q
×
∫ +∞

θ1,p

zNT−2−q exp
(
−ΩTm−1Tmz

)
dz

= (−1)NT−1
(
θ1,p

)NT−1
E1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
+
NT−2∑
q=0

(−1)qCqNT−1

(
θ1,p

)q(
ΩTm−1Tm

)NT−1−q

× Γ
(
NT − 1 − q, θ1,p

)
. (43)

Substituting (43) into (42), we obtain I , then
combining with (17) and (24), we obtain exact and
asymptotic closed-form expressions of the e2e IP of AA-
AJ as shown in (44) and (45), respectively.

Remark 5: It is worth noting that when 1 − µ2
Eρth ≤ 0,

the e2e IP of all the proposed algorithms equals to 0.
Next, as observed from (35), (39) and (45), the e2e IP
values at high transmit SNR do not depend on ∆.

4. Simulation Results
Section 4 presents Monte-Carlo simulations to verify
the derived expressions of the e2e OP and IP. For
illustration purpose only, in all the simulations, all the
nodes in the m-th cluster are placed at (m/M, 0), the
position of the eavesdropper is fixed at (0.5, 0.3), and
the path-loss exponent (β) is assigned by 3, where m ∈
[0,M]. We also assume that the number of members
at all the clusters is the same, i.e., Km = K (∀m). In all
the figures, the simulation (Sim) and theoretical (Exact)
results match very well, which validates correction of
our derivations.

Figs. 2 and 3 respectively present the e2e OP and
IP as a function of the transmit SNR (∆) in dB when
M = 4, NT = 2, NE = 3, K = 4, α = 0.1 and µ2

D = µ2
E =

0.05. As shown in Fig. 2, the OP values decrease as
∆ increases because the source and intermediate CH
nodes can transmit the data with higher transmit power.
We also see that at high ∆ regimes, the exact OP values
nicely converge to the asymptotic ones, and the slope
of the OP curves equals to 4 (i.e., N2

T = 4, see (23)).
Moreover, Fig. 2 also presents that the OP performance
is better when the target rate Cth decreases. In Fig. 3,
the IP values of all the algorithms increase with the
increasing of ∆, and they converge to the asymptotic
values at high ∆ values (as proved in Remark 5). We
can see in Fig. 3 that the IP performance of AA-AJ is
best because this method exploits all the antennas and
all the available jammers. It is also seen that AA-AJ
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IPBA−BJ
e2e = 1 −

M∏
m=1

 1 +
NE∑
p=1

NTKm−1∑
u=0

(−1)p+uC
p
NE
CuNTKm−1NTKmexp

(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p − pΩTm−1Eω2

)
×ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
. (33)

IPBA−BJ
e2e

∆→+∞≈ 1 −
M∏
m=1

 1 +
NE∑
p=1

NTKm−1∑
u=0

(−1)p+uC
p
NE
CuNTKm−1NTKmexp

(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
×ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
(u + 1)ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
. (35)

IP
RA−AJ
m = Pr

ψTpm−1Er < ω1

Km∑
u=1

ψTcm−1Jm,uψJm,uEr +ω2


= 1 +

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω2

) Km∏
u=1

∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

0
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω1xy

)
fψJm,uEr

(x)fψTcm−1Jm,u
(y) dxdy. (36)

IPRA−AJ
e2e = 1 −

M∏
m=1

1 +
NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tmθ1,p − pΩTm−1Eω2

)[
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)]Km. (38)

IPRA−AJ
e2e

∆→+∞≈ 1 −
M∏
m=1

1 +
NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)[
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,pE1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)]Km. (39)

IP
RA−AJ
m = Pr

ψTpm−1Er < ω1

NT∑
t=1

Km∑
u=1

ψTtm−1Jm,uψJm,uEr +ω2


= 1 +

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω2

) Km∏
u=1

∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

0
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω1xy

)
fψJm,uEr

(x)fYsum
(y) dxdy

= 1 +
NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
−pΩTm−1Eω2

) Km∏
u=1

∫ +∞

0

θ1,p

θ1,p + y
fYsum

(y) dy. (40)

IP
AA−AJ
m = 1+

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tmθ1,p − pΩTm−1Eω2

)

×
Km∏
p=1

(−1)p
θ1,pΩ

NT
Tm−1Tm

(NT − 1)!

∫ +∞

θ1,p

1
z

(
z − θ1,p

)NT−1
exp

(
−ΩTm−1Tmz

)
dz︸                                                 ︷︷                                                 ︸

I

. (42)
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IPAA−AJ
e2e = 1 −

M∏
m=1



1 +
NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tm − pΩTm−1Eω2

)
×
Km∏
p=1

1
(NT−1)!


(−1)NT−1

(
θ1,pΩTm−1Tm

)NT
E1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
+
NT−2∑
q=0

(−1)qCqNT−1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)q+1
Γ
(
NT − 1 − q,ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)



. (44)

IPAA−AJ
e2e

∆→+∞≈ 1 −
M∏
m=1


1 +

NE∑
p=1

(−1)pCpNE
exp

(
KmΩTm−1Tm

)
×
Km∏
p=1

1
(NT−1)!


(−1)NT−1

(
θ1,pΩTm−1Tm

)NT
E1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)
+
NT−2∑
q=0

(−1)qCqNT−1

(
ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)q+1
Γ
(
NT − 1 − q,ΩTm−1Tmθ1,p

)



. (45)
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Figure 2. OP as a function of ∆ (dB) when M = 4, NT = 2,
K = 4, α = 0.1 and µ2

D = 0.05.

outperforms BA-BJ, and the IP values increase with the
decreasing of Cth. From Figs. 2-3, we can see that there
exists a trade-off between IP and OP. In particular, to
obtain better OP performance with the fixed system
parameters, the transmitters in the proposed algorithms
must increase transmit power (or increase ∆) and/or
decrease the target rate (Cth). However, increasing ∆

and/or decreasing Cth also means increasing IP at the
eavesdropper.

Figs. 4 and 5 investigate the impact of the number
of hops (M) on the e2e OP and IP performance when
∆ = 5 (dB), NE = 3, K = 3, α = 0.1 and µ2

D = µ2
E = 0. As

shown in Fig. 4, the OP values increase as increasing
the number of hops (M ≥ 2). It is due to the fact that

0 5 10 15 20
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10
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10
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=0.75)

RA−AJ (Sim,C
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=0.8)

AA−AJ (Sim,C
th

=0.75)

AA−AJ (Sim,C
th

=0.8)

Exact

Asymptotic

Figure 3. IP as a function of ∆ (dB) when M = 4, NT = 2,
NE = 3, K = 4, α = 0.1 and µ2

E = 0.05.

duration of each time slot decreases with the increasing
of M. In Fig. 4, when M = 1, the source directly
communicates with the destination, without using the
relaying technique. Due to the transmission at the far
distance, the OP performance with M = 1 is worse than
that with M = 2. As a result, M = 2 is shown as the
optimal number of hops in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 also illustrates
that the OP performance significantly enhances when
the number of antennas at the source and CH nodes
changes from 1 to 3. It is due to the fact that the data
transmission at each hop is more reliable with high
number ofNT. Different with OP, the IP values of all the
proposed algorithms in Fig. 5 significantly decrease as
increasing the number of hops (M). Again, we can see
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Figure 4. OP as a function of M when ∆ = 5 (dB), Cth = 1.5,
K = 3, α = 0.1 and µ2

D = 0.
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Figure 5. IP as a function of M when ∆ = 5 (dB), Cth = 1,
NE = 3, K = 3, α = 0.1 and µ2

E = 0.

that AA-AJ obtains the best IP performance, and RA-
AJ outperforms BA-BJ. In addition, the IP performance
of AA-AJ and BA-BJ is better with the increasing of NT
because more energy can be harvested by the jammer
nodes. For RA-AJ, due to the random antenna selection
for serving the jammer nodes, the IP values do not
depend on NT. It is straightforward that AA-AJ will
become RA-AJ when NT = 1.

Figs. 6 and 7 study the impact of the HI levels µ2
D

and µ2
E on the e2e OP and IP performance, respectively,

when ∆ = 2.5 (dB), Cth = 0.65, NT = 2, NE = 3, K = 4
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Figure 6. OP as a function of µ2
D when ∆ = 2.5 (dB), Cth =

0.65, NT = 2, K = 4 and M = 5.
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Figure 7. IP as a function of µ2
E when ∆ = 2.5 (dB), Cth =

0.65, NT = 2, NE = 3, K = 4 and M = 5.

and M = 5. As expected, the OP values rapidly increase
when µ2

D increases. Indeed, when µ2
D = 0.1, OP almost

equals to 1. Fig. 6 also shows that the OP performance
is better as α decreases because more time is allocated
for the data transfer phase. In Fig. 7, it can be observed
that the IP performance is better with higher µ2

E and α
values. From Figs. 6 and 7, it is noted that the fraction
of time α should be carefully designed to obtain the
desired OP or IP performance.

Fig. 8 shows the e2e IP as a function of K when ∆ = 5
(dB), Cth = 0.5, NT = 2, α = 0.1, K = 4, M = 5 and µ2

E =
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Figure 8. IP as a function of K when ∆ = 5 (dB), Cth = 0.5,
NT = 2, α = 0.1, K = 4, M = 5 and µ2

E = 0.

0. We note that the value of K does not impact on the
e2e OP performance, and hence the OP performance is
not presented in this figure. We can see that IP of BA-BJ,
RA-AJ and AA-AJ significantly decreases as increasing
K . When CJ is not used (K=0), we can see that IP of
all the algorithms almost equals to 1. With K=1, the IP
performance of BA-BJ is better than that of RA-AJ due
to the best antenna selection used in BA-BJ. However,
when K ≥ 2, RA-AJ obtains better IP performance, as
compared with BA-BJ. Again, AA-AJ provides the best
IP performance, and the performance gaps between AA-
AJ and two remaining algorithms rapidly increase when
K increases. Finally, as expected, the IP performance is
worse as the E node is equipped with higher antennas.

Figs. 9-10 present the IP-OP trade-off performance.
In these figures, the values of the e2e OP are first
determined, and are denoted by OPtarget, i.e., 10−4 ≤
OPtarget ≤ 10−1 as in Figs. 9-10. Next, with the set-up
system parameters (see below Figs. 9-10), we solve the
equations OPe2e = OPtarget to find the corresponding
values of ∆. Then, we use the derived formulas (33),
(38) and (44) to obtain the values of IP, and present IP
as a function of OP. We first see from Figs. 9-10 that
as OP decreases, the corresponding IP increases, which
shows the trade-off between security and reliability. As
mentioned above, to obtain lower OP, the transmitters
have to use higher transmit power which also increases
IP. Next, because all the algorithms have the same OP
value, IP of AA-AJ is lowest, and IP of RA-AJ is between
those of BA-BJ and AA-AJ, as illustrated in Figs. 9-
10. Fig. 9 presents more clearly that with the same
OP value, the IP value significantly as increasing the
number of the jammer nodes (K). In Fig. 10, we can
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Figure 9. IP as a function of OP when Cth = 1.25, NT = 2,
NE = 2, α = 0.1, M = 3 and µ2

E = µ2
D = 0.01.
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Figure 10. IP as a function of OP when Cth = 0.9, NT = 2,
NE = 4, α = 0.1, K = 7 and µ2

E = µ2
D = 0.01.

see that the IP values significantly decreases when M
changes from 2 to 3.

5. Conclusions
This paper proposed three efficient CJ algorithms to
enhance the secrecy performance of the harvest-to-jam
based multi-hop cluster MIMO networks, in terms of
the e2e IP. In addition, we derived exact expressions of
the e2e OP and IP for the proposed BA-BJ, RA-AJ and
AA-AJ algorithms, which were verified the correction
by computer simulations. The obtained results showed
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that all the algorithms have the same OP performance,
and the IP performance of AA-AJ is much better than
that of BA-BJ and RA-AJ. However, the implementation
of AA-AJ is most complex. The results also presented
the key role of the CJ technique in the PLS networks.
Moreover, increasing the number of the jammer nodes
significantly enhances the IP performance. Besides the
security-complexity trade-off, the security-reliability
trade-off was investigated. This paper showed that the
SRT performance can be enhanced by increasing the
number of hops and the number of jammer nodes.
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